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Introduction

History is an important resource for the
cultural, social and economic
development of cities. The historic urban
fabric provides an identifiable and
livable environment. Every city has its
"time": its own history, legible in the
unique combination of urban structure,
functions and building types: alI specific
environmental factors that enable us to
identify the place in space and time. This
identifiability, being an essential
condition for a well-tempered
environment, is eroding rapidly these

days.

The consequences of this growth are
noticable: uncontrolled urbanisation and
social and economical expulsion-
processes are the inevitable symptoms.
Increasing condensation and
monofunctionality, buildings in the
business centre rising out of scale,
traffic-congestion, they alI lead to an
increasing erosion of the historic urban
fabric. Under economic pressure, the
environmental identity is often overruled
by international architectural standards.
Unlimited growth leads to
administrative and infrastructural
uncontrolability, cultural disorientation,
est rangement and how paradoxical it
may seem social and economic
pauperization. And even if the historic
city center bas been resored, the result is
rarely more than a scenery for the well-
to-do inhabitants or foreign tourists.

After the second world war towns alI
over the world have grown explosively.
ln industrialized countries this is due to
the economic growth (mainly in the
service-industry) and the increasing
population and prosperity in urban
areas. ln developing countries, the urban
growth is due to migration and post-
colonial economic development (shift
from agriculture to the indus trial and
trade-sector, with a concentration in
urban areas).

The urban internationalisation
process bears the seed of its own decline:
on the one band the local amenities were
the reason for the settlement of
international business and tourist
facilities, on the other band this
development is steadily destructing the
amenities. This paradox is comparable
with some developments in the field of
regional tourism. An attractive town or
region .gains attention, the roads are
improved, hotels are built, more and
more provisions are made for a steadily
growing n\lmber of tourists and visitors,
until as a result of these interventions the
attractiveness of the place bas vanished
and the tourists go to another unspoilt
location, leaving a havoc of ruined
hotels, enterprises and a spoilt
environment. The historic urban
environment should be protected from
being the victim of its own success. The

The constant I y improving traffic
connections and means of
communication have lead to an
increasing independence of economic
development. Local circumstances,
distances and physical barriers are of
decreasing importance. Especially in the
commercial and service industries the
place of settlement is becoming more or
less independent of communication and
transport facilities: the head office does
not have to be in the sa me place as the
factories, warehouses and dock yards

anymore.
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through which a desired qua lit y policy
can be organised and supported in a
substantive way. ln the Netherlands the
Historic Buildlings and Monuments Act
does mention 1:he possibility of protected
townscapes 1Nith the obligation of
drawing up a development or land-use
plan. Such obligation can be explained
as an instruction to the municipality to
establish a relationship between the
quality of urban design and
functionality. On this behalfmany urban
renewal schemes were started in the late
sixties, taking, the cultural identity into
account.

historic towns and reg ions should be
fostered, without unnecessarily
frustrating the normal economic growth.
It will be necessary to find a balance
between the conservation of the existing'
city and the development of the new.
Such a directed development seems to be
unattractive for a quick and easy profit,
but on the long run it will turn out to be
the most profitable. Therefore it will
certainly not scare off bona fide
investors. On the contrary, they will be
attracted if the local authorities appear
to be serious on the subject of keeping
and safeguarding the urban amenities. A
local policy with regard to the future
value of the historic city will prove to be
of social and economic profit.

The "revitalisation success" of many
hisioric centers shows that it is most
certainly possible to restore the
inhabitability and functionality of
impoverished settlements while
retaining, if not reinforcing, the
recognisability and identity of the
existing living environ ment. This shows
that a substantive policy is not only
favourable for cultural preservation, but
even acts as a stimulus for cultural
creation. And it shows, at any rate, that a
political desire for environmental
improvement can be successful if it has
strong political commitment and is
expressed in the form of a practical
instrument for an implementation
policy. It thereby makes use of the
physical planning instruments.
Introducing the historical dimension into
physical planning is mainly intended to
utilise the cultural identity of a
landscape or a settlement as a potential
for new development. A professional
analysis of the existing cultural values,
problems and pote nt ions then is needed.

The present cultural, social and
economic structures are based upon the
historic development. Together they
form the (historic) identity of the city.
Future developments should continue
this identity and not disturb it. To
maintain acceptable living-conditions
and an identifiable and lasting living-
environment in the long run, it is
necessary to formulate and maintain a
restrictive development-policy, based on
continuity of the present environmental
qualities. The historic urban heritage
can be an asset of inestimable value for
that purpose. A responsible urban
development therefore will always be a
combination of urban conservation and
management on one band, and urban
renewal and (re)development on the
other.

This manual intends to give the
outlines of an integrated approach to
planning the historic urban environment
and to give recommendations and points
for attention concerning the preparation
and execution of a policy in that respect.

One of the guiding methods in the
Netherlands was designed by the
Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of
Housing and Physical Planning. This
method started from the existing socio-
historical, structural and architectual
values of cities and villages, and related
this to the necessary improvements or
renovations.

ln part II an example is given, how a
strategic approach as described in part I
can be designed in practice: the Jakarta
Kota area in lndonesia.

Surveying the Historical Identity

Although the phenomenon of "quality

of the urban environment" is receiving

more attention in the past few years. To

this date no method has been developed

With regard to the mentioned urban
renewal ofhistoric centers, the following
can be remarked. Although the first
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I
concern of urban renewal was the (re)development, not only of dwellings,
improvement of the impoverished living but also of othei building categories like
conditions, in the old city centres it also warehouses, churches, public works,
stimulated the preservation of the public housing etc. It included also the
historic urban fabric and building establishment of small-scale business
structure. To support this urban renewal and th~ development of new
of historic centers, .~he .gover~ment architectU!e. provided the murnclpallty wlth a

"historic interest map" (see fig. 2) I . b h .t " ff t f th .
nsplre y t e poSl iVe e ec S o lS

:-~.~ h~+ ~r ~;~+"..;,. ,.;+" '...n+ Q
This "historic interest map", showing

a cartographic representation of the
cohesive cultural-historical values, was
combined with other inventory data.
Together with:

* the technical quâlity of the building

stock;
* current use and functional zoning;

* clearance or redevelopment areas;

* public works;

* draft development plan;

a synthesis map could be drawn up,
resulting in a concrete program for'
rehabilitation. ln this manner the
historical value became a stimulus to
carry out high quality urban renewal
which iricluded preservation and

.

Fig. 1. Regional Survey of problems and opportunities (Sour~e: Steef puys in "Ruimtelijke
VerkenningenI990") i

JUJ}-'JVY"JJJr""' V' ",~,V"" "".1 ""UL""',

inspired ~Iso by the rather simple

implemen~ation method, it must be

possible t~ develop a similar system for

environm ntal quality management

today. Su h policy should be aimed at
land deve opment, urban planning and
architect re; in general it is aimed at
red~signiqg the present urban

envlronmcf;nt.

With ~ regard to practical
implementation this means that the
cultural icomponent should be an
inseparab~e part of the planning process
on variou~ scale-levels, from regional to
local. Thi~ cultural component can be
introduce~ on a cartographic basis, as

shown ab~ve.
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to the development opportunites and
risks of the existing values, the plan
should also be based on technical, social,
functional and financial-economic
feasability. AIl these factors in
combination offer a basis for an

integrated development policy.

This integrated policy includes the
restoration or redevelopment of

economically unprofitable components.
Unremunerative components in the plan
could be supported with grant aid.
Quality planning must achieve political
commitment through approval by the
municipal council. The execution can be
regulated by executional and esthetic

qua lit y planning.

Integrated Planning

Introduction

Integrated planning is not a luxury.
Investing in ad hoc projects without

systematic planning however can be a

waste.

-
Formulation at the regional planning

level will be primarily directed at land
development (both urban and rural),
infrastructure and the stimulation of
new opportunities as far as they do not
affect the identity of the area. A cultural
historical survey or analysis of a region

must at least encompass:

* an analysis of the geographical

structure and the socio-economic
use of the land;

* analysis of special features,
infrastucture and landmarks;

* analysis of the socio-economic
utilization and structure of
settlements within the area;

* representation of special features
su ch as openness (visual lines,
silhouette effects), accents,
specific archaeological data;

* opportunities and risks of the
cultural identity in the light of the
desired socio-economic

development.

Taking into account the cultural and
economical potentions of the existing
building-stock, is neither a cheaper, nor a
more expensive solution for the urban
development, if compared with a tabula
rasa situation. However, it does permit
the retention and strengthening of the
existing social, economic and cultural
infrastructure. Capital will always be a
scarce good, but an active planning-
policy, together with a durable
commi1ment of the authorities, can
create confidence in a healthy financial
return on the long run.

The municipalities are responsible for
the shaping and regulating of
development opportunities. Here too the
incorporation of cultural values in the
earliest stage of the process is of
importance. The regional analysis can be
completed to be fit for the municipal
planning level with:

* the socio-economic and socio-
cultural structure of different

townparts;

* the physical structure of the

different townparts;

* architectural qualities.

.

Although analysis will preferably take
place at the structure planning level, it
should be detailed to the development
plan level. Development plans are at this
stage of great importance because they
indicate the economic feasibility of the
quality policy. An analysis of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats
concerning thearea must be carriedout
in addition to the cultural-historical
analyses. A specific model for urban
development should be based on the
(re- )use of existing cultural values

, (including listed buildings). In addition

ln view of the current philosophy on
the conservation of historic buildings
and urban areas, creating an economic
link between quality management and
urban development is of'-the utmost
importance. Designating the appropriate
instruments and encouraging
creativeness in this respect should be
subject of today's urban development

policy.

lntegrated planning of the historic
environment means to stimulate,
influence and ste~r future developments,
according to democratically, accepted
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Fig. 2 Survey of the historic interest

strategic goals and by making optimal
use of the amenities and the cultural
identity of the place. A stable and
continuous policy is essential for a
successful planning.

on the chose~ course from the beginning.
And, what i~ even more important, ail
parties COnC! rned must be motivated to

collaborate. The people's and the

investor's onfidence in the future

developmen can only be gained by

creating a s und future perspective by

strategic i~tegrated planning. Every
investment, I every development should

be of mutu~1 interest: aIl parties should

benefit, Every private investment in the
I

built environment should return

somethingto society.

Planning Strategy

After the survey of the historic urban
development bas given insight in the
city's cultural identity (see chapter 2),
and a diagnostic analysis of the present
situation has given insight in the currerit
urban processes, it is possible to
formulate a general vision on the city's
future development. AlI parties
concerned (the population, the business-
community, the authorities) must agree

To definel the social, functional and
spatial obje~tives of the city's future
development in general, a development

P\
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The goals must not be too ambitious,
leaving enough" room for moderate
housing and small business in the
beginning and for a graduai growth in
other sectots.

plan has to be drawn up. The
development plan is the first step to be
made in the physical planning process,
and is meant to give an outlook on the
spatial effects of the community's view
on future development in outlines.
Depending of the scale of planning or the
local authority's jurisdiction, the
development plan can cover the region,
the urban district or the city.

Of course. there will be many
possibilities for future development.
with regard to the different townparts as
for the urban district as a whole. A
choice will have to be made between the
various options. Then it is possible to
formulate the aims and perspectives for
the different policy-sectors: population.
economy. infrastructure. natural
environ ment and built environmel:lt.

Urban Conservation

As far I as urban conservation
programme~ are concerned, the
following 1 vels of intervention can be
distinguish d:

Redevelo ment: Slum-clearance and
demoli hment of not retainable
buildin s, followed by
reconstl uction and reorganisation,
of the larea, according to current
needs. ~nevitably this brings along
radicall social and economical
changer in the district concerned.
The pauperization-process will
often De moved to another place. .

For instance: using the historic
potential of the city to stimulate tourism,
means planning modern hotel-
accommodation in or close to the heart of
the city. But it also means providing good
connections (to the airport and other
tourist-attractions in the region) and
securing public safety. Without these
basic conditions tourists will not come. I
The goal "at tract tourism" th us can be

translated into the necessa.ry spatial and
administrative cônditions that have to be
ta ken into account. On their turn, these
conditions must be confronted with the
social and spatial capacity of the historic
urban structure, to be able to make a
decision on the future development to
pursue, starting from the principle of
cultural continuity.

RenOVatlt n: Adaptation of the present

enviro ment (built up area and

public pen space) to current needs
and ~ew functions, using the
architdctural characteristics.

Restoratipn: Repair of the ptesent
buildi~gs and open space, for

appro~riate functions, conserving
the ardhitectural details.

One sh~uld always strive for a
rational an well-balanced mixture of
conservatio (redevelopment renovation
and rest ration) and renewal/
(re)develop ent, to continue the
pluriformit of the environment in space
and time. he municipality should not
only play a~ activ~ rol.e in plann~ng, but
should als provlde rn an active and
consequent urban management policy.

For another example: the attraction of
international business means the needof
space for (high-rise) office-buildings
close to the city-centre, excellent
connections and communication-
facilities, high-standard residential and
educational provisions and a
sophisticated cultural supply. AlI these
facilities, if not present, have to be
realized without disturbing or damaging
the historic environment. Therefore it is
important to be fully alive to the spatial
effects of the goals intended on the
environment and the potential conflicts
with the historic structures and identity.

Urban Renewal

ln many c~ses it will not be possible to
I

preserve t~e existing (historic) urban

eilvironmerlt. Either the technical,

economic Or social circumstances may

be an impediment, or the needs of

functional8rowth exceed the capacity of

the presenturban fabric. It is important

that the ne1 architectural developments are relate to the cultural historic

characteris ics and of high quality
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standards. There is no sense in
preserving the historic inner city, if the
surrounding areas are left to fend for
themselves. The decline of areas in the
urban periphery can cause harm to the
inner city. Therefore an integrated
approach (a multi-track policy) is
imperative. A number of conditions can

.be distinguished that is of vital
importance for the realisation of the
required architectural and urban
quality: finding and using opportunities
for durable development (based upon an
analysis of the local characteristics), a
development or land-use plan to provide
a legal framework for executing and
maintaining the architectural quality
policy and permanent maintenance and
public service. And last but no least
local politicians should be ambitiou~
with regard to quality management.

choice of the architect and to the

architectural and urDan aspects of the

building plans.

What goes for the central government
and the role of the Chief Government
Architect, goes for the municipality as
well : many buildings are commissioned
by the local authorities or influenced by
them. Think for instance of the
enormous amount of housing projects,
urban extensions, public utilities etc.
The municipality is the authority that
gives the building permits and that is
responsible for a esthetic control. It is in
fact the key-person in controlling
architectural quality.

By far the largest and most important
building sector in which the authorities.
are involved, is public housing. This
sector is pre-eminently fit to practice the
architectural quality ambitions. Even on
a minimal budget, it is often possible to
obtain more value for money. Many
architects show daily that it is possible to
achieve high standard architecture on a
low budget. Besides, as a rule good
architecture means a cut-down on the
maintenance budget. Practice shows
that good buildings, which are
appreciated by the users and the public,
are less damaged or filthy than other
buildings. Many cities have shown that
an inhospitable environment can cause
feelings of discomfort. That the opposite
holds good as weIl, is slowly getting
across the architects, townplanners and

politicians.,.
Besides the measures mentioned,

there is a range of activities and
provisions to improve the architectural
climate.

For instance, nôt only the auihorities
play an important role, but also all
individual principals and other private
clients (professional and non-
professional ones) àre of great influence
on the quality of the actually realised
architecture. They need to be convinced
of the importance of good and quality
conscious behaviour in the building
market. Therefore they need reliable
information before they start building,
on such topics as preliminary research,

Architectural Policy
The authorities can improve the
architectural climate in different ways.
First of ail by set ting an example. A large
amount of money is invested every year
in buildings by commission of the
government. And for an even larger
amount the government plays an
important role as a partner or as supplier
of finance. The government (or
municipality) therefore can influence a
substantial segment of the building
production, in its rolc as a client, as the
provider of capital or grants, in a
supervisory capacity and as the
authority that makes rules and
regulations. Legislation and regulations
can be of substantial influence on
architecture. Many interventions in the
dai I y living environmentare the direct or
indirect result of government
commissions. Schools, government
buildings, roads, viaducts, bridges,
hospitals and public utilities could ail be
an expression of the quality a wareness of
the government or city council. Only if
the authorities live up to a certain
standard in that respect, they can
demand the same from the private
sector.

It is advisable to appoint a supervisor
that can play the role of "architectural
conscience". He can provide advise on
projects commissioried by the state, the
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the building programme and -last but

not least -the choice of architect. The

authorities could supply the necessary
information and documentation for

clients in the private sector .

* the quality of the public open space

and its significance for the historic

identity (if relevant) ;
* the technical condition of the

buildingstock ;
* other structures or public works of

historic interest (if relevant).

It is usually rather simple to combine

and synthesize these data into a survey of

the interventions required :

* Buildings that have to be renovated

or restored, or only minor

improved ;
* Buildings ineligible for restoration

that must be demolished: The plan

will indicate whether or not a new

building is to be developed on the

site ;
* Premises and spaces that should be

assigned a change of use ;
* Restdration of public works.

The operational plan can also include
an expropriation or purchase map,
showing the premises that the
municipality will have to purchase
(compulso,y or voluntarily). This can be
the case if they are not eligible for
restoration and should be demolished, or
if they are in defiance of the historical
identity of the area and should therefore
be redeveloped or rebuilt.

Another important target group is the
general public. The general public is
confronted with the architectural
environment every day. Therefore seek
to stimulate public involvement, for
example by using exhibitions, TV
programmes and educational courses to
inform the public about the latest
developments in architecture and town

plànning.

And then there is what is probably the
most essential party: the architect. To
improve the quality of architecture, one
must obviously devote attention to the
education of architects. Students who
have completed recognized
architectural courses, must comply with
the requirements for admission to the
profession as laid down in legislation. ln
this way title and profession can be

protected.

Prep!lring an Operational Plan

ln conservation areas a rather simple
method of planning the necessary
interventions can be followed. the
objectives and contents of an operational

plan may vary considerably, depending
on the character of the area. The
preparation of an operational plan is
based on the same survey-results that
were used in connection with the spatial

development plan.

A Municipal Council Decision

ln order to obtain political commitment
it has to be clear which areas are to be
designated as conservation areas and
what kind of renewal policies are to be
applied to them. This may take the form
of a counCil decision, laying down the
municipality's intentions with regard to
urban renewal. Although such a council
decision may be taken before the
developm~nt plan as a whole has been
completeQ, a start should obviously have
been made, to be able to monitor a
coherent plan of ope rations.

Of course the municipality cannot
give full details of what is going to be
done, particulary if the decision is taken
at an early stage in the planning process,
but if maps showing the current state of
affairs are available, the council should

Plans may vary in scale and do not alI
have to supply information in the same
detail. Many of the buildings in a
conservation area may be structurally
sound, in which case an operational plan
will only be necessary to a limited extent.
I t will then be sufficient to prepare a
"miniplan" for such buildings as are in
poor condition and require restoration or
improvement. In such cases there is no
need to lay d()wn a detailed policy for the
whole area.

The essential data are :
* the significance of the present

buildings for the historic identity of
the area;
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be able to express its views on the
following points, which may in a later
stage be included in the preliminary
spatial development plan or the synthesis
maps as mentioned above:

The most important objectives of
aesthetic quâlity management are:

* the determination of the intended

environmental quality and

perception value;
* providing a legal basis for the

implementation and maintenance
thereof.

ln order to achieve a consistent and

widely supported quality vision, it will
not only be necessary to conduct a
thorough preliminary study, but also,
and particularly, to carry out an
intensive debate in the local community
regarding the collective ambitions
concerning the urban environment.
After ail, only then will the broad social
and p<>litical base required for the
implementation and maintenance of the
intended quality be achieved.

( I) Which sections of the
streetpattern are to be maintained
and which have to be adjusted to
new demands;

(2) Which buildings are to remain
and which are to be demolished
( with rough indications of the
intended use of the premises);

(3) Gaps in the street-facades that
will have to be filled in, and the
general purposes to be assigned to
new buildings. The position of
future building may be indicated
roughly, without further details;

(4) The intended use of any large
spaces, which may be theresult of
the demolition of existing

buildings.
(5) The architectural and urban

quality that is to be strived for.

Esthetic Quality Management

The esthetic quality of the built
environment can be organized and
planned for a long time now. Many towns
are experimenting nowadays with new
forms of integrated quality planning and
management, including conservation
and aesthetic building control. A
municipal architectural policy can be
seen as an important means for achieving
an integral quality development. On the
basis of an analysis of the existing course
of affairs, it can systematically be
indicated in what areas of (local)
government action improvement of the
quality of the environmental planning or
architecture can be achieved. AlI policy
sectors which are connected with
building processes or in some way
influence the quality of the urban area
will be involved. Moreover, it is
necessary to involve the market parties
(such as principals) in the policy too.
Such things as cooperation with housing
associations and project developers, but
also initiatives to increase publicinterest
can be of help. It is expected that the
presence of a weil thought out policy
instrument will promote public
discussion on quality aspects.

With regard to , aesthetic quality
management, we can distinguish the
following steps toward this end:

* Process analysis and evaluation

(opportunities and threats)
* consultation and input

(participation)
* plan formulation and design

* decision-making

* implementation

After the underlying principles
regarding the quality aspects of the
future environmental developments
have been determined on the basis of the
(historic) analysis, it is then necessary to
express these in operational terms. ln
other words, convert them into concrete
plan objectives. It must first of ali be
clear that the aesthetic quality plan must
not be $een as being nothing more than a
sector plan, but that the environmental
quality vision must affect aIl policy
areas, from park maintenance to school
construction, from traffic policy to
public utilities. in that sense we can
speak of a multi-layered policy.

The quality vision can be specified at
various scale levels, each with its own
abstraction level. The highest at the
municipal level is the spatial
development plan. The main functions
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Also for an effective management and
maintenance a(ter the intervention,
public support is indispensable, as weIl
as legal security, supplied by a land-use
plan. The tnunicipality should take the
initiative i~ consulting the public.

Political ~mmitment
I

Attenti~n for the cultural identity of
the enviro~ment and for the quality of

the architdctural design must become a

self-evident factor in political
deciSionm t ing, especially on the local

level. A di cussion on quality can easily

be over led by financial and
;administra ive regulations. However ,
when the t conOmical potentions of the
present en ironmental values are taken
into accouBt, the balance can be turned.
The municipality has the dut y to set the
tone in ~stablishing a daily living
environme~t of high quality standards
and identi~y. It should not be only the
alderman : responsible for regional

planning ~ r public housing who is

responsibl for the plan, but the entire

council, i clud.ng the aldermen for
finance, e onomic affairs, education,
etc., They jshould also be involved with
and comm~tted to the plan.

Financial Planning

A conservation plan (or any other
operational plan) will only be successful
if a multi-year financing scheme is added
and the necessary funds are made
available by the municipality. ta king
into account the financial efforts to be
made by t~e private sector. Different
periods of I execution are possible: a
programme lof rive. ten or twenty years.
depending Ion the quantity of the
estimated tbtal cost and the available
funds. as weIl as the investment capacity
of the private sector.

The Urban Heritage as a Cu/tura/ .Socia/ and Economic Asset

and the infrastructure and their
interrelations will be indicated in this
plan. The specific features of the site
involved can be roughly defined at this
plan level. On the basis of this general
outline a more detailed description can
be given for the various components,
either in geographical sense or as regards
certain subjects (dwellings, traffic,
public utilities). The smallest scale level
is that of the (re) development or urban
renewal plan. ln this plan it can be very
specifically indicated what the intended
environmental or external appearance
qùalities are.

The plan (it is better to speak of
design: it is, after alI, desired that a
creative component is incorporated on
the basis of the analysis data) is then
expressed in operational terms for the
implementing parties. Thus, for
example, it is not only the planners who
need to know within which framework
the evaluation should take place, but the
utility companies, the civil engineering
services, the housing services, the fire
services and the police must also be fully
aware of their responsibilities and duties
in this respect (com,pare with, e.g.
shutter regulations, advertising,
regulations and the like).

Focal points when describing the
desired environmental external
appearance quality are structural
features (functional and spatial
relationship between public space and
built-up areas), pattern features (built-
up areas and public space; spreading of
functions). Characteristics and
ambience, architectural style(s), details
of architecture and urban design and

management aspects.

.Public Support
The support of the residents and other
local parties is essential for an effective
and succesful approach in
environmental improvement and
maintenance. Without a substantial
interest of a representative part of the
people concerned, an integrated
approach has no chance. An I:ffective
and timely communication between the
residents and the professionals should
safeguard a meaningful influenc:e on the

planning-process.

ln deciding the amount of money to be
made available for the execution of the
plan, the municipal council could also
take into a(;count the capacity of the
local building-industry, the availability
of building materials and the expected
positive side-effects on local

employment.
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an equal l (conunercial) basis. Public

private partnerships (between
municipalfty and priva te developer) can
be applicable in the following situations:

* the rpunicipality wishes ta realise

prajqcts, but daes nat have

(sufftcient) financial means;

Different financing systems are

possible. The most usable are:

* grants

* tax-reductions and/or tax-facilities

* loans (mortages)

* public-private partnership

Grants bear the risk to neglect the
private owner's own economic
responsibility, which in the long term
will appear not to be sustainable. Also
the flow of public capital to the priva te
s~ctor will not always be politicany
accepted. Tax-reductions win have the
relative disadvantage they favour
higher income-groups. Tax-facilities, in
the form of low V A T-rates or low land-or
real-estate taxes, can offer an alternative
with more benefit for the lower income

groups. Special tax-regulations keep
normal financing-systems intact, but
offer favourable conditions for private
initiative, providing there is enough
private capital available. To bring down
the costs for improvement to an
acceptable level, in many cases grants
win be indispensable. For grants it is
advisable to create a separate fund, with
supply of sponsor money and/or
government money, from which private
rehabilitation can be subsidized. Loans
and mortages are based on the principal
of the owner's economic responsibility
and require the least public money. ln
the long run the invested capital will
return (revolving fund). The
municipality could provide financial
support for the eligible restoration or
(re)development costs in the form of a
loan or a mortgage, at market interest
rates or lower. Or by giving security to a
commercial bank.

* the ~unicipality wishes to be sure

that : with the aid of private

ente t rise-certain projects are

reali ed or operated in a certain

way;

* the ~unicipality wishes to use the

expettise of private enterprise;

* the tnunicipality -as landowner-

wish4s to ensure proper realization
of t~e plan, together with other

I
land<)wners,

* priv~te enterprises wish to develop

a prd)ect, but are not able to do so

with<ilut cooperation of the

mun~cipality,

* private enterprises investigate

possibilities of cooperation with the
municipality as an opportunity for
profit and continuity of their

busi~ess.

For p~blic priva te partnership
different i scenarios are possible,
dependen~ of the landownership. ln the
case of Northern Jakarta (see part Il) the
contributi~n of the municipality is not
financing,! but creating conditions, by
making ! land and infrastructure
available. f-\lso the drawing up of urban
plans and *upplying civil servants for the
necessary implementation of the plans
can be a substantial contribution.The eligible restoration costs can be

defined as the building costs that
necessarily have to be made to maintain
or restore the historic value of the
building (the present materials and
constructions). The eligible
(re)development costs are the extra costs
that necessarily have to be made to
match the required architectural
standards.

I t is of I course thinkable to make a
combinati~n between the different
financing systems, depending on the
actual si~uatiion, the proportional
ownership "etc. It can be advisable for
example to give the accent on grants in
the first years to get the balI rolling,
whilst at the end of plan-period the grant
element \\jill be reduced in favour of
loans. I

ln public-private partnerships, the

public and private sector join forces on
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This system is shown in the following

figure:

Whatevdr financing system is chosen,

the muni~ipality remains the main

initiator, ~nly the municipality can

decide about the most favourable

financing i!n the circumstances, taking

the necessary continuity and the desired

future soc'al structure into account,

Even if a r habilitation fund is created,

ill which rivate investors participate,

the authori ies have the dut y to watch for

dnough a tention for the commonI
ihterest,

Difision or eligible restoration costs in grants and
loan

Eligible restorat-

ion costs as a

percentage of the

total costs

p/an period in years

0- 34 -67-/0

60% grants
loan

Total

PART Il

CASE STUDY

JAKARTA

Fig. 3. In the Kota area a// tinie-/ayers are present

worse as a i result of economic activity

moving S~ th. Besides the special

ptoblems o the many poor inhabitants of

~orthern J karta, there is the problem

offrequent flooding, either from ri vers
and canais, Or from the sea. The bedding

down of t ! e soil, accelerated by the
effects of excessive ground water
extraction nd the rise of the sea level,

work1ogether to make the problem even
more seriou$. Groundwater extraction is
also the cause of salt water intrusion.

Introduction

Jakarta is one of the metropolis of the
world. The city has a fast growing
population, increasing from 7 million in
1990 to an expected 15 million in 2,000.
Northern Jakarta has large residential
areas in which poor inhabitants are
concentrated, living in conditions that
are below standard and lacking
opportunities to earn a proper living.
Already now there is a shortage of
employment and this situation is getting

~
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rectangulat street pattern, the parceling,
the building scale and the typical

architectu~e.

Another problem is surface water

pollution with its negative effects on the

marine ecology and in such way on the

source of income of many small

fishermen along the cost. ! ln the b~ginning of this century, the
tirban development gets a more
metropolit n dimension, which reflects
upon the s ale and architectural image
of the b ildings : the large office
buildings n the south-eastern part of
I1I:ota (clos to the Kota railway station)
mark a di ferent period in the urban
~istory. B th periods contribute equally
to the his oric character. As a third
category t e post war redevelopment has
been indi ted. These areas have lost
their his oric character (although
sometimes the original street pattern has
been r spected). The historic
infrastruct re, warehouses, residential
areas and dministrative centres are still
present in today's urban structure and
represent not to be neglected cultural,
economic nd social potential that can be

revitalizedf

ln general there is an inefficient use of
space and lack of expansion possibilites
for the Tanjung Priok harbour.

This general economic decline of
Northern Jakarta bas also its effect on
the state of repair of infrastructure and
buildings. This is especially apparent in
historic parts of the area such as Kota
and Sunda Kelapa, where the urban
heritage is threatened by lack of
maintenance. Opportunities are geting
lost to take advantage of this heritage as
a means of strengthening the identity of
Jakarta and thus strengthening the city's
position among its competitors in the
rapidly developing world of South-East
Asia.

Analysis

The starting point of the case-study is a
historical analysis of the city of Jakarta,
by which the geographical, socio-
economic process of the settlement is
described and today's socio-cultural
structure and appearance are analysed.
The description must also include the
( economic and political) elements of
disruption of the development process.

Althoug~ conservation opportunities
are great, one must prevent that the
protectio~ bf the urban heritage leads to
creating aq open-air museum. The town,
being a dynamic, living environment,
cannot be ~uspended in the past. Still it
will be necessary to find solutions for the
increasinglthreats and da mages to the
historic rrban fabric that occur
nowadays.l A restrictive policy is not
necessaril)[ an obstruction for economic
development : heritage and amenity
planning qan have a positive impact on
public confidence and on investments by
existing aqd new businesses.

From a historical point of view, the
most interesting part of North Jakarta is
the Kota (and Glodok) area. Here lies,
founded in the l6th century as a trade
post near Jakarta Bay and Ciliwung
River, the origin of the Jakarta as known

today.
, A brie ~ diagnostic survey indicates

that some of the most urgent problems

are :
The success of the settlement was -

and in fact still is- based upon the main
functions transport and trade. From the
16th century onwards, on the basis of
these two main functions, Jakarta has
developed to a governmental and
cultural centre of great importance. The
historic image of the Kota area can be
roughly divided into two periods: the
traditional historic city ( 17th -19th
century) and the modern (early 20th
century) period. The main features of
the traditional historic city are the

Economic Ousting

The free market makes it impossible for
small busipesses and low-income groups
to survive in the city centre on the long
run. Stronger economic functions will
steadily ~ust the weaker, marginal
functions. This is a serious threat to the
typical tr~de and social mixture that is
characteri~tic for the historic city centre.
It is impprtant to try to maintain a
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Historic city (17th -19th century)

'.t:

Modern city (first half 2Oth century)

E Post war (re)development

fig. 4 indicational map of the historical

pluriform urban mix, even with the rise
of residential prices and shop rents.

The same goes for land development.
to make Kota attractive for tourists, it is
necessary to restrict and regulate private
development initiatives. Demolishing
parts of the present environment in
favour of offices and hotel accomodation
can kill the goose that lays the golden

eggs.

5-

Characteris~CSI
To find t ompensating space for small

businesses and low-cost housing after

clearance of urban rampancy, it is
advisable to examine the possibilities

(both tecb.nical and managerial) to
restore and redevelop the former
warehouse$ in the former Kasteel area
into busin~ss-centres, with small unitsI
fpr wor~hops or manufacturing
f/lcilities, or for residential purposes.I



Fig. 5. New infrastructure s~ould meet with both the needs and thel spatial possibilities of the townpart

involved.

possibilities should be examined to
design a street profile that regulates and
seperates bdth uses.

Also public open space within the
whole Kota area should be subject of
study, locating the main traffic
attraction points, the main sources of
incoming traffic, the available
infrastructure for internai circulation
and outgoing traffic and the most
effective regulation of traffic flows. ln
the streets with an obvious double
function, namely commercial use of the
street besides the traffic flow, the

Inrrastructufe

As transport and service vehicles are

getting mor~ numerous and larger. the

small Kota streets have more trouble to

cope with th~ increasing traffic flow. The

quantity. of public open space remains

1'i:

Fig. 6. Planning the building scale can avoid erosion of the city image.
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the same as in the 17th century, while the
number of inhabitants and visitors grows
every day. This brings the urgent need to
remove traffic-attracting functions, to
regulate the traffic circulation, to
improve public transport and to create
parking facilities. Due to the regular
flooding of the Northern Jakarta area,
the canais and ri vers must be deepened
and cleaned.

Building Scale

An incre~sing number of retail shops,
offices and other buildings need as much

increasin size of sales and office space.
The hist ric buildings cannot always

meet t is demand for floorspace.
Extensio s to adjacent buildings or to
the back can injure the historic urban
fabric an image.

Fig. 7. Improvement of the environmental quality is essentiaI (or the tourist climate.

the reha~ilitaiton of poor residential
areas and the provision of opportunities
to gain reasonable income for the
inhabitan s of those areas. That means a
number f physical measures, like
housing i provement, construction of
polders a ainst flooding, provision of tap
water, a s wer system etc. Also economic
developm nt can be supported. Both
rehabilitation of poor areas and support
of econo~ic development will create a
demand fpr more space. Space can be
provided 1I>y land reclamation, providing
opportuni ies for profitable
developm nt. Only by planning and
stimulati 9 the economic improvement
of the are, in the first place it becomes
expedient to design a conservation
scheme f r the old town.

Objectives

The main objective is to introduce a
relationship between economic and
cultural development. Therefore the
historical analyses has to be succeeded
by an understanding into (cultural)
development potentials of the town as a
whole and the architecture in particular.
After the survey of the historic urban
development has given insight in the
city's cultural identity and a diagnostic
analysis of the present situation has
given insight in the current urban
processes, it is possible to formulate a
general vision on the city's future
development. The vehicle for this
approach is a general master plan or
structural plan. This structural plan
offers the framework for different
development plans that may be
implemented one by one without losing
coherence. The first and most important
objective of the structural plan should be

.

i The an~lysis indicates that the historic
urban strqcture in the whole Kota area is
more or Ibss flawless and therefore of
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special cultural value. The only
exception is the reconstructed Pasar
Pisang area and the area east of JI.
Kemukus. The historic interest of the
individual buildings is also of importance
for the historic image throughout the
whole Kota area.

Withi~ tl!e conservation area,
demoliti~ns should be restricted and
buildingpermits should be subjected to a
special aesthetical judgement. Also the
owners of buildings in the conservation
area sho~ld be given financial support
for mainltenance and renovation.

Considering the fact that historic
urban and architectural values are
spread equally over the whole Kotaarea,
it is advised to effectuate protective
measures in the whole area of Kota

uniformly.

The ~ .storiC townpart of Kota has

specific spatial and architectural

features hat are analysed and defined in
such a w y that the result can be used as

a basis ~ r an active controling policy.

In order to support the development.
strategy for the Kota area (respect and
use the potential of the historic urban
image and structure), it is advisable to
designate the townpart of Kota as a
conservation area. This will create public
awareness of the present cultural
historical values and therewith it will
provide a basis for public acceptance of
the protective measures to be taken.

ln t e Kota area, alI levels of
interven ion, from restoration to
redevelo ment, are relevent" Together
they f rm the ingredients of a
rehabilit tion programme for the Kota
area, ind"cating the structures of historic
interest hat need more or less urgent
attentio~, based upon a combination of
the histqric interest, the state of repair
and the ~urrent use.

.

Fig. 8. Sunda Kalapa barbour bas a large tourist potential.

the mun~cipality in close collaboration
with private developers and investors.
Only these plans are able to give insight
on realistic possibilities of re-use of the
urban ~tructure, existing (historic)

buildings and financial consequences.
Only then will it be apparent whether a

(private) financing system will be
adequatel or whether subsidy will have
to be ap~lied.

On their turn, these conditions must
be confronted wlth the social and spatial
capacity of the historic urban structure,
to be able to make a decision on the
future development to pursue, starting
from the principle of cultural continuity.

ln the case of Jakarta it means the
development of economically justified
management plans for the existing built-
up area, development plans designed by
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Fig. 9. frequent nooding causes damage to health

agree on the course to follow. And, what
is even more important, alI parties
concerned must be motivated to
collaborate. The people's and the
investor's confidence in the future
development can only be gained by
creating a sound future perspective by
strategic physical planning. On this
behalf conservationists will have to
accept that functional and economical
conservation has priority over urban and
architectural preservation. Re-use of
buildings (whether they are monuments
or not), should in most casees be the first
step to a more general conservation

practice.

The final result should be an usable
quality schedule, focusing on the
integration of cultural (historical) values
in a developrnent scenario required

today.

The inventory of Kota area shows the
technical and historic quality and the
current use of the existing built
environ ment. A combination of these
inventory data gives a draft
rehabilitation programme. ln general in
the Kota area approximately 10,000
square meters of historic building and
approximately 12,000 square meters of
neutral buildings have to be renovated.
Besides, it will be necessary to improve
public space, to clean and dredge the
canaIs and to improve the quay-walls.

Cultural Tourism

Using the historical potential to
stimulate tourism, means planning
modern hotel-accomodation in or close to
the heart of the city. But it also means

providing good traffic-connections,
improvement of the environmental
conditions and securing public safety.
Without these basic conditions tourists
will not corne. The goal "attract tourism"
thus can be translated into the necessary
spatial and administrative conditions
that have to be taken into account.

Supportive Measures

By playing an active role in the allocation
of dwellings, a balanced housing market
and structure of the population can be
pursued. Especially in the Kota area,
with a large concentration of low-income
groups, an active social housing-policy,
in the form of a public orderon housing-
p'ermits, can be a useful instrument to
prevent social decline. The sam~ can be
sa id for business-permits.

AlI parties concerned (the population,
the business-community, the
authorities) must from the beginning

Besides that, a touristic infra-

structure should be introduced, in order

to make an (economic) use of specific
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.fig. 2 survey of the historic interest

areas and buildings. The development of
a so called tourist corridor from Pulau
Onrust to Istana Bogor is such a
structural approach. It represents a large
scale tourist programme that can give an
extra economic impulse on Kota. This
corridor should be seen as a "necklace"
with the following beads: the harbour of
Sunda Kelapa and the fish harbour are
both places or special interest. And so are
the former Pasar Ikan area, with the
Museum Bahari, and Jakarta Kota with
its lively streetscene and its museums.
When eventually a new railway station is
built elsewhere in the Kota area, Stasiun
Kota might be transformed into a
transport museum (with a remaining

possibilit"j for tourists to board a train to

Bogor). Arsip National, Monas, the
National Museum and subsequently the
town and ithe palace of Bogor complete
the "necklace".

: Throug~ the above described

limplemen,~ation of conservation social
renewal ~nd economic schemes in aI
historic toFn as Jakarta, one can achieve
an impr~vement of the living and

working : conditions of the local

inhabitan~s, without losing the town's

identity. fiurthermore a creative solution
is found fdr infrastructural problems and

opportunities are created for cultural
tourism a$ a new economic source.
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Fig. 11 restor~tion of hiS:OriC buildings and structures should ~ave a functional basis.
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Fig. 12. the tourist infrastructure between Pulau °*rust and B~gor.
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Fig. 12. Bogor palace, a future art gallery?

.


